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EDITORIAL LETTER

Busy times ahead...
hello and welcome to edition 32 of THE VOICE magazine - the voice of SMt in great Britain.

in this first edition of 2018, we look to the year ahead and it promises to be a busy and exciting time.

We have an active schedule of events with
ScotPlant taking place 20–21 April and our
flagship show in Great Britain, Hillhead, taking
place 26–28 June in Buxton. We will be
showcasing an exciting line-up of machines
which includes the L260H, ECR355E, EWR170E
and EW240E MH which are all being shown for
the first time in GB. As mentioned in the last
edition, the Man Engine will be touring Cornwall
and South Wales and will also appear at Hillhead.
You can find out more about the Man Engine
on page 46.

Hillhead will once again play host to the GB
heats of the Operators Club trials and the top
four finalists will be guaranteed a place
competing in the European Finals. You can view
the photos and results from last year’s final
which took place in Alicante on pages 38–41.

One of our feature stories in this edition shows
how Tarmac is using a P8820C paver to deliver

outstanding performance on the new Norwich Distributer Road. Another feature with ‘Wood For Fuel’
demonstrates how they are using an ECR88D to produce sustainable Scottish firewood and woodchip
which you can read about on pages 22–25.

The EC750E is proving to be a popular machine with several more purchases made since the last edition
which you can read about on pages 30–35. Volvo also launched the next generation H-series loaders with
an upgrade that includes the launch of the L260H, the first of which was sold in GB to Lightwater Quarries
which you can read about on pages 16–17.

i hope you enjoy the latest edition of THE VOICE. This is very much your magazine so if there is anything
you would like to see more of, please let me know or tweet me @AmyMetcalfeiM

Amy Metcalfe
Marketing Manager
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONTINUE TO 
RECEIVE THE VOICE?

To ensure that we are only 
sending The Voice to those who 
wish to receive the magazine 
please complete the form 
enclosed with this magazine 
and return it to us. If we don’t 
receive a form back from you we 
will assume that you no longer 
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Volvo P8820C tracked
paver delivers outstanding
performance on new
Norwich road
the 20km-long Northern Distributor Road in the city of Norwich is
nearing completion with a volvo P8820c paver under tarmac’s
command putting the finishing touches to the new road.

Geoff Ashcroft reports for The Voice.

Operators on either end of the screed box monitor the working width of the paver



“the variable width vibrating screed lets us lay both lanes
simultaneously, without joints or seams. and a seamless finish
is very important for the road’s longevity, which makes it much
easier for us to get it right first time.”

With eight structures, thirteen roundabouts and a total
route length of 20km, the Northern Distributor Road (NDR)
being built for Norwich County Council, is no small project.
When completed, this £178m infrastructure project will create a
dual carriageway link that sweeps eastwards from the a1067
Fakenham Road across the northern edge of norwich city,
around the airport, to link up with the a47 at Postwick.

as part of the construction process, the nDR project will use
more than 150,000 tonnes of asphalt to complete the dual
carriageway and the various side roads leading from it. Such a
logistical exercise has resulted in the temporary installation of
an on-site batching plant to ensure consistency of supply with
asphalt materials for the duration of the project. and putting the
finishing touches to the black top for main contractor, Balfour
Beatty, is tarmac engineering supervisor, Ben howard and his
team, making full use of a satellite-guided volvo P8820c
tracked paver.

“We opted to bring the volvo tracked paver onto this job for
many different reasons,” explains Ben. “We do get tremendous
traction and stability from its tracked undercarriage which
makes it much easier to push 44-tonne walking floor bulk-
trailers when they’re in front of the paver’s feed hopper.”

While positive traction enhances productivity, and choosing
no-tip walking floor bulk-trailers boosts on-site safety, the
P8820c paver also offers a 7.5 - 9.5m adjustable working
width for its asphalt screed. and on each of the nDR’s 8.3m
wide carriageways, this lets the team deliver on productivity
with a forward speed of around four metres per minute, while
creating a high-quality finish.

“the variable width vibrating screed lets us lay both lanes
simultaneously, without joints or seams,” Ben says, “and a
seamless finish is very important for the road’s longevity, which
makes it much easier for us to get it right first time.”

While laying both lanes in one pass does boost productivity,
it demands a constant flow of hot asphalt to the paving
machine. and this is where an on-site batching plant has an
important role to play.

“once we get the go-ahead to pave each section, we can
then guarantee a constant delivery of material from our own
plant to keep the paver moving until it reaches the end of its
prescribed run.” With the road’s sub-base having been
stabilised in-situ, the asphalt layers are being progressively
built up to achieve the finished profile and gradients required
by the client.
“We’re putting down two layers of binder material onto which a
wearing course will be applied,” he says. “these layers
comprise a 60mm base, followed by a 55mm binder and a
35mm wearing course.”

machine control and guidance comes from topcon’s
LPS/gPS to provide a high-quality and stable guidance, so
each finished layer provides a very accurate and even surface
to accept the next layer. in addition to creating exact layers, the
machine also regulates the lateral pitch of the screed box to
create the desired fall across the road surface. 

Ultimately, such precision will give motorists a smooth,
finished road with highly effective surface drainage. “We are
working to a tolerance of +/- 6mm at finished road level, which
meets highways england’s specification.”

Using digital design models of the road, Ben howard and
his team load the asphalt paving plans into the machine’s
controller via a USB stick. this process avoids the need for
traditional conductive roadside pins while simultaneously
eliminating a trip hazard from the work area.

in his experience, mr howard reports that using machine
guidance has been found to speed up the entire paving project,
and has made it almost impossible to lay asphalt outside the
prescribed area of the road design.

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a



the P8820c’s variable width vibrating screed
enables both lanes to be laid simultaneously
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“if the machine is not in the correct location, the plans won’t
load and the paver won’t operate using its automatic guidance
capability,” he says. “We can operate manually, but using
guidance delivers far greater operating efficiency.”

as each layer is laid, the resulting asphalt course is checked
immediately behind the screed box with the help of a total
station, and then double-checked post compaction, working on
a 10m x 2m surveying grid.  “every step of the process is
measured and monitored to achieve the correct end result that
is within tolerance,” he says. “We leave nothing to chance.”

the P8820c was added to the tarmac fleet three years ago,
complete with a cBgm (cement Bound granular mixtures)
fixed screed, though the machine’s ability to also accept an
adjustable asphalt screed has added operational versatility for
the team.

“the volvo’s vibrating screed is highly effective at laying
asphalt and it delivers a 92% compaction rate immediately
behind the paver,” he says. “as a result of this efficiency, the
quality of levelling is dramatically improved too and we can
maintain an even temperature across the asphalt mat to
improve the curing process.”

he adds that such a high degree of compaction from the
paver means there is less work for the smooth drum compaction
rollers to carry out. “With the volvo paver, typically only
5–10mm of final compaction is achieved using the rollers,” he
says. “and that means better operating efficiency for us.” ■

Machine control and guidance comes from topcon’s LPS/gPS
to provide a high-quality and stable guidance, so each finished
layer provides a very accurate and even surface to accept the
next layer.

WWW.yOuTuBE.COM/SMT_GB

WATCH
THE VIDEO

engineering supervisor, Ben howard is pleased with the
performance of the P8820c paver

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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Loader Upgrade 2.0
Introducing the next generation in H-series excellence

From the L110H right through to the L350H – including the

all-new L260H — the H-series is stepping it up a gear. With

new and improved features including next generation load

sensing hydraulics, upgraded Optishift and increased bucket

capacity, Volvo has taken the proven productivity and

efficiency of the H-series to a new level.
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L150H, L180H and L220H Wheel Loaders
offer up to 15% more fuel efficiency

NExT GENEraTION OPTIsHIfT
improve cycle times and significantly reduce fuel consumption with
next generation Optishift. The enhanced technology integrates the
Reverse By Braking function and the new torque converter with
lock-up, creating a direct drive between the engine and transmission.

TOrqUE ParaLLEL LINkaGE
Maximize your productivity with the Volvo unique Torque Parallel
(TP) linkage. The TP linkage provides high breakout torque and
ultimate parallel movement throughout the entire lifting range,
combined with superior stability during loading and carrying, for
easy filling of the buckets.

sUPErIOr sErVICEabILITy
Take advantage of quick and easy servicing in the L150H-L220H.
The Volvo cab can be tilted to 30⁰ or 70⁰, combined with an
electronically operated hood and grouped service points
accessible from the ground.

The New Volvo L260H Wheel Loader
Like an upgraded sports car, the all-new L260H has taken the proven
L250H concept to a whole new level. With an increased payload and
bucket capacity, combined with intelligent features including
upgraded Optishift, next generation load sensing hydraulics and
Load Assist, the all-new L260H offers up to a 15% increase in fuel
efficiency, affecting both productivity and fuel consumption. You can
find out more about the L260H on pages 16 –21.

INCrEasEd bUCkET CaPaCITy
Load a truck in fewer passes. The L260H offers up to 15% more
payload compared to its predecessor, the L250H. With a lighter and
stronger lifting arm system and front frame – combined with
optimized weight distribution – the machine is compatible with a
maximum bucket size of 7.3m3, meaning you can do more work in
less time.

UPGradEd ENGINE PErfOrmaNCE
Big on performance, the L260H engine delivers 5% more power and
6% more torque compared to the L250H.

NExT GENEraTION LOad sENsING
HydraULICs
Achieve faster cycle times with next generation load sensing
hydraulics, designed to enhance the responsiveness of attachments
and improve the lifting and lowering speed of the boom.

The Volvo L350H flagship Wheel Loader
With the new L350H, the best just got better, delivering up to 20%
improvement in fuel efficiency. With features including next
generation load sensing hydraulics and improved serviceability, the
L350H continues to lead the way when it comes to productivity,
efficiency and reliability

UP TO 20% mOrE fUEL EffICIENT
Upgraded drivetrain and hydraulics, eco-pedal and a Volvo D16
engine delivering high torque at low RPM are just a few examples of
the intelligent technology in the new L350H which combine to offer
up to 20% more fuel efficiency.

mOrE PrOdUCTIVE
The new Volvo attachment range – including rehandling and rock
buckets – provide easier bucket fill, better penetration and increased
capacity, taking your productivity further. Next generation load
sensing hydraulics enhance the responsiveness of the attachment,
improving the lifting and lowering speed of the boom, to further
reduce cycle times.

bUILT TO LasT
The L350H is built with robust components and a strong frame
structure, offering superior durability even in the most demanding
applications. Mmaintain uptime with simple serviceability and
first-class support from SMT GB.
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first Volvo L260H goes to
Lightwater quarries Ltd
The first recently introduced Volvo L260H loading shovel to
be sold in Great Britain has
been delivered to
Lightwater Quarries
Ltd, North Stainley,
near Ripon.



 as the Ripon-based aggregates business increased its production
to around 600,000 tonnes per annum, Lightwater Quarries Ltd
identified the need to go larger with its prime mover. Replacing an
L180g, the new L260h, weighing in at 35-tonnes complete with a
5.7m³ straight-edged bucket and teeth was identified to fit the bill.
according to general manager, Kevin Parker, “We needed a
loading shovel that could load our recently acquired 40-tonne rigid
truck in four clean passes besides stockpiling, keeping the belts
clear of material and on occasions, extract material from the face,”
explains Kevin. “having owned and operated volvo products for
many years, we were quite confident in the L260’s credentials and
so far, we are very pleased with the machine’s productivity and
fuel efficiency.”

the L260h replaces the L250h and is primed for productivity. it
is equipped with a powerful Stage-4 final engine, delivering 6%
more power and 5% more torque than its predecessor. the next
generation of load-sensing hydraulics has been designed to
enhance the responsiveness of attachments and improve the lifting
and lowering speed of the boom. For faster cycle times, the new
htL310 transmission works in harmony with the powerful engine
and axles, and the new converter delivers increased torque output,
resulting in better performance. moreover, steps between gears
have been reduced, for faster acceleration.

Fuel efficiency has been increased by up to 10%, thanks to a
host of improved features. the next generation hydraulics save

hydraulic pump power for other functions by reducing fluid flow
when lowering and dumping. the new, dry P-Brake eliminates drag
losses, caused by the internal, wet multi-disk brake. in addition, the
upgraded optiShift technology integrates the reverse-by-braking
(RBB) function – patented by volvo – and new torque converter
with lock-up, creating a direct drive between the engine and
transmission, reducing fuel consumption significantly. 

also contributing to fuel efficiency is Fully automatic Power Shift
(FaPS), which shifts the gears to match the engine and travel
speed to the best gear ratio. the L260h is also equipped with an
eco-pedal – a feature unique to volvo – which encourages
economical operation by applying a mechanical push-back force in
response to excess use of the accelerator.

With its 5.7m³ bucket, the new L260h is easily moving in excess
of 2,000 tonnes of crushed limestone material in a daily shift with
an average density of 1.8 tonnes / m³. the new loading shovel
joins existing volvo equipment owned and operated by Lightwater
Quarries Ltd including two smaller L180h shovels and a 30-tonne
ec300eL. one of each is being operated at the company’s other
quarrying facility located near masham. 

Lightwater Quarries is a leading supplier of aggregates and
concrete to both small and large customers in York, Ripon,
harrogate and across north Yorkshire. as a family owned
business, its philosophy is based on putting the customer at the
heart of everything it does, whilst ensuring a sustainable future. ■



It’s all about fleet utilisation…
“We really put our
machines to work”
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Walters Group
broaden their scope
and with it, their fleet
Diversification and fleet expansion have been key to the
continued success of The Walters Group this year which has
invested heavily in new plant during 2017, including orders
for 45 Volvo machines from UK dealer SMT GB, with
additional machinery already ordered for this year.
The Voice sent Dan gilks along to find out more…

“there’s been big growth in 2017,” said group managing Director, huw Richards. “We have a longstanding
relationship with volvo construction equipment products, particularly with articulated dump trucks and the latest volvo
e-series excavators are proving to be highly reliable to the point that volvo machinery is heading towards making up
half our fleet.”

aDts have again been at the heart of Walters’ investment during 2017 with the company taking sixteen of volvo’s
latest a45g trucks, along with a further eighteen of the a30g model. the trucks were required predominantly to meet
the needs of both road construction projects, like the a14 cambridge to huntingdon scheme, along with Bardon hill
Quarry extension in Leicestershire.

in addition to the a45g and a30g trucks, Walters has purchased two ec480eL crawler excavators, two ec380eLs
and an L180h wheeled loader in recent months. the group’s rental division, gorrel equipment Solutions, has also been
adding to its predominantly volvo fleet, taking six L110h volvo loaders this year, alongside a L150hLB and a L120h.

the overall equipment line-up now includes more than 600 pieces of plant. the mix of machinery has been
changing however, as Walters expands its business portfolio into a broad range of industry sectors. “Surface mining
has been a big part of our business over the years, but it’s slowly declining,” says Richards. “only 20% of our fleet is
in mining now, the rest is split mainly between quarrying and civils.”

Despite this change of emphasis, Walters continues to get the best from its equipment and to meet this need, the
company requires reliable, productive machinery with first-class levels of back-up and support. “We do have high
utilisation – we would hope to do 10,000 hours of operation in four years,” says Richards. “We really put our
machines to work.”

they’ve certainly been pleased with the new a45g articulated haulers, in both civils and quarrying operations. the
company will be trialling volvo’s haul assist fleet management tool to assess exact performance and productivity later
in the year. But early signs are that the a45g is a strong performer on all types of haul.

“overall we’ve been very pleased with the a45s,” says Richards. “With telematics there is an early warning of
potential breakdowns and we can also assess productivity. it’s all about fleet utilisation and we’re always having to
play a mix of a25, a30 and a45 trucks to suit the loading excavators and the length of haul. But we’ve got a really big
year on the a14 in 2018 for dump trucks.”

While it’s possible to provide more equipment when required, finding good operators continues to cause concern
for many of the UK’s major earthmoving contractors. Walters Plant employs more than 360 operators and fitters at
present, many of whom have been with the company for at least 10 years. the company also has an in-house
operator training facility and employs apprentice technicians and drivers.

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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“as a family-owned business we are at an optimum
level now,” said mr Richards. “But operators are still the
biggest challenge. it takes a lot of teamwork and there
are a lot of bits to the jigsaw.” Smt gB have recently
supported Walters with overcoming this challenge and,
in conjunction with the a14 integrated team, provided
volvo simulators at two events aimed at engaging
school leavers with the construction industry.

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme 
Walters is a partner to the a14 integrated Delivery team
which includes costain, carillion, Balfour Beatty and
Skanska, working on the £1.5bn improvement of this
crucial arterial road in cambridgeshire. the project
includes a major new bypass to the south of huntingdon,
widening parts of the existing a14, widening a section of
the a1 and demolition of the existing viaduct at
huntingdon.

the project includes the construction of 30 new
bridges and underpasses, 35km of new or adjusted
road alignments, the creation of six borrow pits producing
6.5m3 million of material, 12 flood compensation areas
and 60 drainage lagoons. in total, more than 12 million m3

of material will need to be moved over the next three
years.

Walters has been awarded the earthmoving packages
for Sections 1, 2 and 3 of the five-section project. the
firm currently has 70 dump trucks working on the site, a

number that is expected to rise to at least 100 aDts by
the summer of 2018. “We’ll need to move 20,000m3 per
day,” says Rob Bashford, Walters’ Project manager on
the a14.

there are also 30 excavators at work, from 14  –50
tonnes operating weight, of which 20 machines are
equipped with gPS machine guidance systems.
twenty-five bulldozers and 18 vibratory rollers complete
the Walters fleet on site with the company employing 200
personnel across the project. next year this could rise to
40 excavators between 14–90 tonnes and 30 dozers.

on Section 3, the haul road is between 4–7km long,
which is where the heavier articulated trucks are really
earning their keep and proving their increased
productivity. once archaeological works have been
completed this year, Walters will be able to bring in
additional machinery to really get the earthmoving
contract up to speed.

Bardon Hill Quarry Extension
the quarry at Bardon hill in Leicestershire has been a
feature of the local landscape for more than 100 years
and now provides a european headquarters for
aggregate industries. With permissions for at least
another 40 years of rock extraction, the site is being
extended, with Walters Plant awarded Phase one of the
extension project. 



Walters requires reliable, productive machinery
with first-class levels of back-up and support.

the 128ha extension began in april 2015 with    Walters
contracted to the middle of 2019 to carry out all
earthworks, soil handling, overburden stripping and
removal, in preparing the site for quarry works. over this
period the company will strip 1m3 million of topsoil and
around 5.25m3 million of overburden, creating land forms
around the site.

Walters will also remove 4.5 million tonnes of rock
from the quarry in preparation for the main quarrying
works to continue. the company is working with Bam
Ritchies to carry out blasting work and to prepare a 28m
deep slot for a specialist contractor to install the main
primary crusher to the new extension.

Following Phase 1, there will be 8–10 years of
overburden handling and up to 40 years of rock
extraction available at the site. Walters’ primary goal is

to prepare the site to provide up to 4 million tonnes of
rock a year by mid–2019.

material is being removed using three new volvo
ec480eL excavators, along with a volvo ec380eL. the
site is also operating two 120–tonne excavators, an
85–tonne machine and a 75–tonne crawler. among a
fleet of more than 30 articulated and rigid dump trucks,
Walters has eight new volvo a45g aDts, five a40gs and
two a30gs working at Bardon.

While the site will eventually become primarily a rigid
hauler and conveyor-based quarry, the articulated
haulers are proving essential in the initial muckshifting
phases of the extension project.

“We’ve had to have flexibility as we do get affected by
the weather here,” said nick cox, Walters’ Project
manager at the site.  ■
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firewood delivered with
ever green credentials
Nestled in the Stirlingshire countryside, near the village of Balfron, can be
found a Volvo ECR88D compact excavator helping a wood fuel company
produce sustainable Scottish firewood and woodchip with ever green
credentials. The Voice went along to find out more.

the volvo ecR88D officiates at the start of the operation – loading tree lengths onto the loading table for cutting and splitting

Processor which splits the logs to the
selected length

Kindling machine Sawdust is sucked into a storage facility
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Arriving on site one late September morning, we found co-director of
WoodForFuel.com, Gordon Mair, busy at the controls of the company’s recently
delivered nine-tonne 56hp Volvo ECR88D reduced-swing compact excavator. The
machine, fitted with a bespoke woodclip grab, was feeding 3m lengths of softwood
into a heavy-duty chipper which was then discharging 25 tonnes an hour into a
drying shed. “Feeding softwood into the chipper takes up most of the machine’s
time since it’s vital to keep up a stock of fuel for our two CHP units,” explains
Gordon. “The rest of the time we use the machine to load 3m lengths of softwood
and hardwood at the start of our firewood production process.”

We’ll come to the intriguing part of Wood for Fuel’s production process shortly but let’s
start at the beginning. Soft and hardwood tree lengths are delivered to site where the
ecR88D then places them from the stock piles onto the loading table. the machine has
plenty of reach (7.3m) to carry out this operation from one position with the grab rotation
function making the task of selecting, sorting and placing the logs an easy one. From
there, the material is cut into various lengths ranging from 7 inches up to a maximum
20 inches, and then split and passed through a unique screening process. “Domestic
woodburning stoves are becoming more popular and, of course, vary in size, so we are
able to produce a whole range of different lengths of logs to fit most appliances,”
comments gordon. “We are quite fastidious in leaving little mess, so all of our logs are
processed and then screened to remove loose bark and debris. even the sawdust
created by the processor is extracted by a suction process and deposited into a silo from
where we then make briquettes, a very popular fuel for chimineas and barbeques.”

once the logs are bagged, they then await the final process before they are ready for
sale where the very green part of Wood for Fuel’s production comes in.

the shed that the machine was feeding softwood into via the heavy-duty chipper was
used to store extra bags of logs and equipment. the notion of turning the inside of the
shed into a unique drying facility for their woodfuel business was the brainchild of
partners, melvyn Percy and gordon mair.

“over the past 12 years our business has expanded and we were faced with not having
the facility to turn around our logs quickly enough. Relying on the natural Scottish weather
does not allow for consistently dry logs! normally it takes a minimum of a year for hardwood
logs to dry out naturally and make them suitable for burning in domestic log burners.        

the facility we’ve created using hot air to force-dry the material reduces this process to
just days,” explains gordon. “as our business is accredited by Woodsure, plus certified by
hetaS as well as being BSL authorised, product quality assurance is our top priority. We
started converting the barn at the end of march 2016 and were up and running just three
months later with a fully integrated hot-air drying system with a large-capacity drying kiln
and two bespoke chP (combined heat and Power) units. the two chP units generate all
the heat and electricity needed to operate our production process and the remaining
electricity is exported to the grid,” he continues.

as mentioned, the process starts with the volvo ecR88D feeding softwood logs into a
chipper. “the one thing that’s vital to our business – apart from the supply of the raw
material – is the reliability of the machine loading the whole process, because if this lets
us down then we are in pretty serious trouble,” continues gordon. “We had experienced
poor reliability with another make of machine when we started up last year and this
consistently interrupted our production. We had had enough and decided to settle on the
volvo after having had good reports of the product’s reliability coupled with the proximity
of Smt’s utility dealer,  Rockbreakers UK, and their customer support centre at Stirling
for complete peace of mind.”

the chipped material is stockpiled, then fed through a screening process with four
sizes produced, these being dust (used for the production of briquettes), woodchip for
biomass, woodchip for chP, and oversize. the chP units convert a single fuel – in this
case the screened woodchip – into both electricity and heat in a single process at the
point of use. Before the 70m³ feed hopper is loaded with the fuel for the chP units, it has
to be dried. Using two specially built drying floors, the woodchip is placed on the floor and
hot air is forced through the underfloor vents. “By doing so, we can reduce the moisture
content in 48 hours from around 38% to just 8% which is ideal for the burning process,”
comments gordon. “the fuel is placed into the feed hopper which lasts 6 days and then
the production and drying process restarts, so again, it’s vital we have a high degree of
reliability from the ecR88D to keep the operation running!”

Logs screened prior to bagging

the ecR88D spends most of its time feeding a
heavy duty chipper which...

...deposits material into storage bays within
the shed

the woodchip is then screened...

...so the optimum size is used for fuel for chP units

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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on entering the engine chamber, two Finnish made chP units are hard at work
24 hours a day, seven days a week. the screened chP woodchip is burned at 1,000ºc
and the gas produced goes to drive the engines which generate electricity that powers
the whole site.  heat is then recovered from the exhaust which is used to heat the water.
after the hot water has passed through the heat exchangers, the hot air is forced through
a tunnel servicing two large bays by a massive 30kW fan – one used for drying the
biomass fuel and the other for force drying the bagged logs prior to sale. to maximize the
efficiency of the drying floor area, vents can be shut off to avoid unnecessary loss of hot
air where it’s not needed. 

the bags of force-dried logs are then stored undercover awaiting dispatch. “our
operation is pretty unique here in Stirlingshire and we have an ever increasing and
discerning clientele for our finished product which is delivered clean and ready to burn for
maximum heat efficiency,” says gordon. Besides the sale of bagged logs, Wood for Fuel
also supplies woodchip which is force dried and screened for Biomass boilers and chP
units, briquettes and kindling. there is no residual waste from the whole process. 

having had the guided tour, it was time for gordon to jump back on his ecR88D and
continue chipping. “i have to say that after trying out several machines the volvo has
proved to be the most comfortable with a good sized cab and the visibility is superb. it’s
great to operate – yes, we’re really pleased with it.” ■

Logs ready for sale

a glance at the thermometer shows the difference
between the outside ambient temperature and the
temperature of the hot air being forced through
the system

two giant heat exchangers draw air over the hot
water which is circulated and then forced into the
under floor heating system and kiln by a 30kW fan

two chP units run 24/7 which generate 90kW
of electricity providing all the heat and power
needed on-site

one of the bays highlighting the under floor

air ducts

Up to 56 bags of logs can be accommodated in a
single bay at one time reducing the drying time
from one year to just under a week

control central – surplus electricity that’s generated
is exported to the grid

“We had experienced poor reliability with another
make of machine when we started up last year
and this consistently interrupted our production.
We had had enough and so decided to settle on
the volvo after having had good reports of the
product’s reliability”

“It’s vital we
have a high
degree of
reliability from
the ECR88D
to keep the
operation
running!”
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co-Director gordon Mair at the
controls of his volvo ecR88D
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“Sixty years ago, Eddie Goody started the business from small
beginnings as a general contracting company tackling anything in
the local area including some demolition work. It was a small
concern with them owning just one machine and employing three
personnel,” explains Managing Director, Gary Venner. 

it wasn’t until 1995 when the business was sold to the ovenden
family where, under the guidance of the late Robin ovenden, the
business started to take off as a growing demolition contracting
concern. in 2001, gary venner, who had worked for (and with) the
ovenden family for over twenty-five years, starting out as a
machine operator, was appointed contracts director. Some years
later, after the death of Robin, gary took over the position of
managing Director.

“We continue to enjoy steady growth in our business with a
healthy expanding turnover year on year,” explains gary. “the
company has a strong portfolio of clients we work with regularly

across the south east of england, greater London and beyond,
with projects ranging from a simple house demolition to major
contracts valued at up to £2m,” he continues.

a key to the company’s steady growth and continuing success is
very much down to the quality of the people working for goody
Demolition. “i know it’s a well-used cliché but it is absolutely true!
You’re only as good as the team around you and i’m proud to say
the team we have here is second to none,” says gary. “We
currently employ around 150 people which includes machine
operators, engineers, estimators, supervisors, project managers,
accounts and administrative staff all of whom act as ambassadors
for the company when dealing with our regular clients.”

attracting and keeping hold of good personnel is another key
interest for goody Demolition. “We have an ongoing apprenticeship
scheme in place and have recently successfully put six of our
employees through the nFDc management course,” continues gary.

Celebrating 60 years of
demolition Evolution 
Goody Demolition of Aylesham in Kent has seen steady growth since it 
began trading sixty years ago and continues to thrive and prosper in an
increasingly competitive market. The Voice went along to find out more…

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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“and the benefits of our ongoing training programmes we have for
apprentices and, indeed, our staff in general, are favourably
recognised by some of our larger clients. For example, we have
just been credited with a supervisor’s award from the Wates Supply
chain and we are very proud of that accolade.”

So, what equipment does goody Demolition operate? volvo
machines account for about 80% of the company’s mixed fleet of
machines and the man in charge of the fleet is plant manager
ashley ovenden, the late Robin’s youngest son. “We’ve been
operating volvos now for quite a few years and are currently
running four thirty-tonne ec300s, two twenty-five tonne ec250s
and an ec220,” says ashley. “apart from an older ec300e which
works with high reach equipment, the rest are prepared for
secondary demolition duties and on the whole, we are very pleased
with them. our operators appreciate the comfort in the cab and the
overall performance and responsiveness of the machines. the
after sales support and flexible service agreements we get from
Smt gB come highly commended as well,” he continues.

the latest machine to join the fleet is a thirty-tonne ec300e
rigged for secondary demolition and includes twin grouser 600mm
tracks, heavy duty FogS guarding for the cab, heavy duty under
belly protection for the superstructure, boom cylinder guarding,
hammer/shear lines (which are a standard feature) and x3 rotation
lines to facilitate the use of equipment such as selector grabs,

shears and other attachments requiring a rotation circuit.
Previous to this, goody Demolition took delivery of a new

ec250e and a new ec300e at the beginning of 2015. the
ec250e was again specified for secondary demolition duties and
equipped in standard backacter configuration, whilst the ec300e
was supplied with a modular boom joint, a 22m reach three piece
demolition rig, as well as a straight boom. 

the modification work on the ec300e was carried out by
messrs Kocurek of ipswich which included a tilting cab complete
with a full heavy duty FogS guard, the modular boom joint and the
three piece and straight boom arrangements. to facilitate the use
of the equipment, an additional cassette type counterweight was
added to the machine for maximum stability. this enables the
machine to provide a maximum working height of 22 metres
including and working with a 2.5 tonne tool and attachment bracket. 

goody Demolition undertakes all manner of demolition contracts
from straightforward demolition to dismantling, reclamation,
remediation and asbestos management across the whole of the
south east of england and greater London. as members of the
national Federation of Demolition contractors (nFDc), the
company is focused on achieving a cost effective and efficient
service, whilst maintaining a commitment to impeccable health and
safety standards. ■

the after sales support and flexible service agreements
we get from SMt gB are highly commended

ashley Ovenden is in charge
of goody Demolition’s
mobile plant

Site supervisor and machine
operator danny Wisker is
pleased with the latest
volvo ec300e  for reach,
overall performance and
operator comfort
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EC750E proves to be
the perfect package
for many
the 75 tonne crawler excavator offers the perfect combination of
power and stability to handle a higher capacity in any application.
industry-leading fuel efficiency, innovative electro-hydraulic
technology and eco Mode help to optimize production and
maximize your return on investment.

over the next few pages we take a
look at the latest ec750e excavators
sold in great Britain…
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the seventy-five tonne excavator is an addition to R collard’s
extensive mixed fleet of mobile plant and was purchased for a
highly prestigious twelve month demolition contract awarded to
collard that takes place in the west of London. the decision to opt
for the volvo ec750e was due primarily to the availability of a
suitably sized machine for the start of the contract, according to
managing Director, Robert collard. “We were impressed with the
specification and build quality of the ec750e when we went to
Rotterdam to inspect the machine at volvo’s european machine
receiving centre,” says Robert. “and watching it go to work on its
first day on site, i’m equally impressed with the machine’s
performance and very satisfied with our purchasing decision.”

collard’s new machine is the prime demolition tool on a large
project taking place in West London, capable of dismantling up to
four storey disused buildings and multi-storey car parks on an
extensive 20-acre site. the machine has been specified with 7.7m
boom, a 3.55 dipper arm and a hills hydraulic hitch which can

facilitate the fitting of a 4.0m³ heavy duty bucket and a range of
demolition tools, including a 7.5-tonne verachtert shear which can
tackle both concrete and steel. in order to operate a range of
hydraulically powered attachments, the ec750e has been
equipped with both hammer/shear lines and an X3 rotation circuit.

the machine can be programmed with pre-set flows and
pressures for the different attachments being used. For example,
the massive 7.5-tonne shear operates at 800 litres per minute and
a working pressure of 350bar.

other features found on the machine are a full FogS guard
surrounding the operators cab, full slew-ring protection, bucket and
boom cylinder guards to protect against falling debris, and SiPS
protection on the offside of the machine. the upper structure sports
full boxing ring style hand rails and the machine’s operator benefits
from all round vision thanks to the rearward and sideward mounted
cameras.

first demolition EC750E goes
to r Collard Ltd 
R Collard Ltd of Eversley near Hook, Hampshire, has taken delivery
of the first demolition specified Volvo EC750E to be sold in
Great Britain

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a



Earthline goes large with
Volvo Construction
Equipment products
Earthline Ltd of Ogbourne St George near Marlborough, Wiltshire,

has taken delivery of Volvo’s flagship excavator, the seventy-five

tonne EC750E, together with its first ever Volvo loading shovel,

the 25-tonne L150H.
these latest machines join an ever increasing fleet of volvo
branded machines and whilst earthline’s managing director, Philip
coplestone, takes an objective view of the market place when it’s
time to replace or add equipment, the main reason for choosing
volvo is down to the reliability, performance and robustness of the
product, coupled to a first class after-market support, in his opinion. 

“this time around, we needed to replace our ec700c with a
new large prime mover and considered the ec750e to be the right
machine for our application, but we also decided to opt for a new
volvo loading shovel for the first time based on the good
experience we’ve had to date with our other volvo machines and

following a successful demonstration,” says Philip. “But that’s only
part of the equation. in our line of business, it’s crucial we get the
best backup and after sales service wherever our equipment is
working and Smt gB has not been found wanting in this regard.”
the new ec750e has been supplied in mass excavation
configuration which includes a 6.6 metre boom and a 2.9 metre
dipper arm along with a tefra mix-and-match quick-attachment
bracket. the machine will be deployed at earthline Ltd’s hatford
Quarry near Wantage, ripping limestone in situ using a heavy-duty
ripper tooth and a bespoke 4m³ heavy-duty rock bucket supplied
by Smt gB.
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Johnsons Wellfield's double
diamonds
Johnsons Wellfield of Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, has made a

significant investment in purchasing a brace of seventy-five tonne

Volvo EC750E excavators which take charge as primary movers in

extracting Yorkstone blocks at the company’s Crosland Hill Quarry.

the two new arrivals replace competitive makes of a similar
tonnage and were chosen following a competitive tender process
but, more importantly, the decision to opt for more volvo machines
was due to the high reliability and productivity of the seventy-tonne
ec700c purchased in the spring of 2016, according to managing
Director, James Berry. “We’ve been very pleased with the
performance of our ec700c in terms of its capability at the quarry
face and its reliability,” says James. “it hasn’t missed a beat in this
very hard and demanding application of prising large Yorkstone
blocks directly from the face.” 

the purchase of volvo’s latest flagship excavators coincides
with the company’s’ plans to extend the quarrying activities at the
crosland hill facility. another factor in the purchasing decision was
down to the ec750e’s ultra-low, external noise emission measuring
just 108 dB(a) according to iSo 6395. 

Both machines will work as a team, tearing out large Yorkstone
blocks and handling overburden material. to facilitate this, they’ve
been equipped in mass excavation configuration complete with
hydraulic attachment brackets, heavy duty 4.4m³ extreme rock
buckets and heavy-duty ripper tooth. thus equipped, the ec750e
provides a maximum breakout force of 383 kn and a tearout force
of 337kn. the combination of the 6.6m boom and 2.9m dipper arm
(mass excavation) gives a maximum reach of 11.46m and a
generous dig depth of 7.2m.

“We’re more than confident that the additional operating weight,
engine power and breakout force of the ec750e over the ec700c
will guarantee the production requirements we are looking for,
going forward,” says James.

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a

   
 

 
        

        

         

  



Prestigious package for
Hall Construction
A package of eleven Volvo articulated haulers and a

seventy-five tonne EC750E mass excavator have re-established

a long standing relationship between Hall Construction

Services Ltd of Rushyford, Co Durham and SMT GB.

So far, the ec750e along with six a40g articulated haulers, have
gone to work on a five year overburden removal project to expose
seams of high purity gypsum in an open cast mine on the outskirts
of newark in nottinghamshire, where up to 2.8m³ of material is
expected to be excavated each year. a further five, slightly larger
capacity volvo a45gs are on order to supplement the fleet on site
which currently totals some twenty-eight items of mobile plant.
“We’ve had many years of experience operating volvo products in
applications ranging from bulk muck shifting to coal extraction
particularly in the north east of england and Scotland,” comments
managing Director, Stephen hall. “they have a sound pedigree in
terms of reliability and performance, with good residuals. equally,

volvo has a strong support network throughout the country and this
is important to us as we look to undertake nationwide projects such
as this one in newark. these factors, together with a competitive
package on offer were the deciding factors in opting for the latest
volvo products,” Stephen says.

equipped in mass excavation configuration, the ec750e
delivered to hall construction sports a 5.7m³ bucket fitted to the
end of a 6.6m boom and a 2.9m dipper arm, giving generous
digging dimensions. For example, the machine’s forward reach
measures 11.46m with a maximum digging depth of 7.21m.
the machine’s practical load over height is an impressive 7m
and bucket breakout force 383kn in power max mode.
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Volvo EC750E is chosen by
John Wainwright & Co Ltd
A new seventy-five tonne excavator has been delivered to

Wainwright’s Moons Hill Quarry in the Mendips

Looking to replace a similar sized excavator specifically to clean
down exposed faces of blasted basalt in moons hill Quarry, Quarry
manager, Ben Dormer, started the process of finding a suitable
replacement. “We carried out quite a lengthy and detailed review of
the marketplace,” says Ben. “overall we were looking for
efficiencies in terms of production and fuel consumption, a long
reach specification but still with a large enough bucket to load
material into our haulers with a reduced number of passes. equally
important in our decision making process were the robust safety
features specified on the machine along with a competitive,
commercial package,” he adds. 

Part of this process included a visit to the volvo ‘Live it. Dig
it.’event back in march by assistant Quarry manager, alastair
gibson, followed by a visit to see the machine in action at a china
clay pit in cornwall. “our first impressions of the ec750e were
extremely positive,” says Ben. “We concluded that the machine

was a solid performer and very well balanced which is important for
our operations here at moons hil.”

Wainwright consequently settled on the volvo ec750e from
Smt gB, specifying the 7.7m boom and 3.5m dipper arm offering
a generous reach of 12m. the machine has been equipped with a
4.0m³ heavy-duty rock bucket and is able to dispatch the quarry’s
forty-tonne haulers in one less pass than its predecessor. the
machine has also been specified with an array of safety features.
most strikingly, the left hand catwalk has full height guardrails
beside the boxing ring, skirting the top of the superstructure.

machine operator, mike greenham, has safe ingress and egress
to the cab thanks to the addition of hydraulically operated access
steps. other features include a full fire-suppression system and fast
refueling point which can be accessed from ground level.

Machine operator, Mike
Greenham, who has been
employed by Wainwrights
for the last 40-plus years
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Business partners Ivan Smith and Michael Cozens, who still work at
the business today, established the company when it began life
servicing and repairing local machinery before becoming a multi-
franchised business servicing and supplying equipment to the
construction and agricultural industries in Norfolk and Suffolk.

as the business expanded, ivan and michael were joined by
ivan’s son andy and michael’s daughter, claire – all four are joint
directors with ivan and andy looking after ‘front of shop’ on the
sales side with michael and claire managing and taking care of the
after sales, service and warranty side of the business. claire’s
husband, Rob, also works in the business as Parts Supervisor as
does andy’s wife, another clare.

most employees have worked at ceS for 25–35 years, so
andrew Keeley, who joined the business two years ago as Sales
engineer, is a relative newcomer to the team.

andrew has worked in the industry for 34 years and has known
ceS for all of that time. claire used to deliver parts to the company
andrew previously worked for and he used to live opposite andy. 

With ivan and michael approaching 76 and starting to ease off
(only slightly!) andy arranged a meeting with andrew and offered
him a role within the company. andrew is responsible for building

and maintaining relationships with both prospects and customers in
the area and his time is mainly spent out on the road. 

“We needed someone who knows the industry,” says andy.
“andrew has been brilliant at making regular contact with everyone
which allows us the time to concentrate on day-to-day activities.
andrew visits prospective customers and we then support him by
putting together the specification and quotes – this works really well
for us and has generated new business for us this year.”

ceS is able to service and repair machines either in their fully
kitted out workshop or out in the field. they also have a
comprehensive parts holding which is managed by graham Ward,
another longstanding employee who has been in the business since
1981.

this year has been extremely busy for the small company and
they have seen their turnover increase by 45% compared to last
year. andy says, “it’s been quite unpredictable this year, we’ve had
people come in to buy parts who have then also bought a volvo
machine and then we’ve received enquiries from people we’ve
never dealt with before who want to buy volvo equipment. But
thanks to the support from volvo, we’ve been able to fill all orders
and add these new customers to our portfolio.”

The secret to success and longevity
CES (Contractors Equipment Sales) were established in 1972 and became a Volvo
dealer for utility equipment in 1986. The Voice caught up with Director, Andy Smith,
to find out their secret to success…

From left to right: andy Smith, claire cozens and andrew Keeley
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OTHEr kEy saLEs fOr THE COmPaNy THIs yEar INCLUdE:

HOLMES PLANT — added more volvos to their fleet with two
ecR25Ds and two ecR50Ds. they currently have an ecR88D on
demo and are speaking to ceS about a further two ecR50Ds

POLyDECk — visited the ceS stand at the Suffolk show and have
bought two ecR88Ds, an ecR50D and also an ec140e with
assistance from volvo area Business Manager, Roy thompson

SIBBONS PLANT — new to volvo and bought five ecR50Ds Bateman groundworks – adding an extra 5 x ecR88Ds

D.S. WATSON — adding an ec18D, ecR58D and even more
ecR88Ds to their fleet

●  ANGLIAN PLANT — have increased their volvo fleet.

●  TBS HIRE — were new to volvo with an ec15D and since then
     have bought an ec18D, ecR50D and another ec15D.

●  JG SERVICES (incorporating harford Plant) — new to volvo
     adding 5 x ec15D and 1 x ec18D to their increasing fleet.

aNd THE sECrET TO THEIr sUCCEss aNd LONGEVITy?
andy says, “We pride ourselves on being friendly and
approachable. We don’t just sell to customers, we help them find
what they need using the best tools for the job. We guide our
customers through specification and attachments to ensure they’re
able to optimise their machines. We also treat all customers the
same, whether you are buying one machine or a hundred, you will
receive the same high level of service.

We may be a small company, but when you deal with us you can
talk to everybody within the business and everyone is empowered
to make decisions. if you need an answer quickly, we can provide
one that much faster than many of our competitors.”

With a diverse customer base and big infrastructure projects
happening in the local area, including the 20km-long northern
Distributor Road at the city of norwich, in itself bringing vast
housing Projects to the area, ceS need to remain agile. the small
friendly team are certainly happy to help their customers wherever
they can and they have moved into social media with a new
Facebook page: www.facebook.com/contractorsequipment/

it’s clear that they all enjoy their jobs and are passionate about
what they do. ceS will be exhibiting again at the Suffolk Show on
30/31 may and the norfolk Show on 27/28 June 2018, so pop along
to visit them or contact the team on 01603 404620 or email
andy@contractorsequipmentsales.co.uk ■
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Operators Club final 2017
on Saturday, 21 october, volvo ce pitted 29 of europe’s finest operators against each other in the epic battle of
speed, precision and technique that is the operators club Final. after a year of gruelling local heats, the event saw
finalists from 15 countries across europe – austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, georgia, germany, great Britain, italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Switzerland, turkey and Ukraine – come face to face in the volvo ocean
Race village in the port of alicante, Spain, 24 hours before the start of the 2017-2018 race.

Johannes Unger from austria has claimed the title of ‘europe’s best operator’ for the second time in the operators
club Final. the SMt gB finalists, who won their place in the final at hillhead 2016, were Ryan Sadler and Russell holden.

For the first challenge, the operators had to pick up three basketballs from a rack and drop them into containers
using a volvo L25F compact wheel loader fitted with a pallet fork attachment. For the second challenge, the
competitors had to drop three metal balls into pipes of differing lengths using a volvo ecR35D compact excavator
and catch them again in the machine’s bucket. Both tasks were performed to time with penalties added for mistakes.
the operators with the ten quickest times took part in a grand final. this was similar to the first challenge, except the
competitors had three minutes to move as many basketballs as they could, with different numbers of points available
from each of the three containers.

With neither of the gB finalists being familiar with the L25F, the first task proved challenging. Ryan was up first and
completed round one in a time of 1.49 but unfortunately dropped two balls incurring 2 minutes of time penalties, so
finished with an overall time of 3.49. Russell dropped all three balls in this tricky challenge and finished with a time of 6.36.

Russell was first up in this challenge and performed extremely well on this more familiar machine and finished in a time
of 01.56. Ryan incurred a few time penalties at the start of this second round but still finished in a good time of 02.37.

Russell performed well again in the repeat of round 2 but did suffer a time penalty - he finished in a time of 02.03.
Ryan was on fire for his second attempt and finished in a joint second top time of 0.55. at the end of the three rounds
Russell finished in 21st place and Ryan in 7th, securing a place in the final.

the final challenge was another tough round in the L25F. First to try was Denmark who was disqualified when one of
the baskets toppled. Next up was Poland who scored 5 points and georgia who scored 6 points. Ryan took part next
and scored 9 points. Johannes Unger from austria secured the top spot on the winner’s podium by scoring an
impressive 30 points. he was followed by Sascha Moog from germany and Ueli hunziker from Switzerland, who
scored 25 and 22 points respectively. overall Ryan finished in joint sixth place. "it was so dramatic and what a final! i
must say it was the best final i have seen so far. it was so close, so exciting and people around were cheering –
amazing!" said fellow referee Karl Serneberg, Director of Marketing, region eMea. "each of the 29 that came here
could be proud of themselves. First of all, they are champions in their own countries just to get to the final. that is an
accomplishment on its own. then they really showed us what good operators they are during the actual day."

the operators club was first established in germany in 1998 and was launched in gB at Plantworx 2013. today, the
SMt gB operators club has more than 4,000 members and is growing continuously.

each of the 16 operators club world branches, with 27,000 members combined, run their own events throughout
the year, allowing operators to practice their skills in a safe environment and share experiences with their peers.
Networking opportunities are also available through local operators club portals and social media groups. 

Round 2

Round 1

Round 3

the Final

a growing Network

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS OVERLEAF a
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Join the Operators Club here: www.volvoceoperatorsclub.co.uk

Why not join today or refer a friend – we send out a small welcome pack to new joiners
and there’s always a chance to win more goodies during the year through giveaways,
coming to events or our competitions. We value our operators’ opinions and like to
generally share news. operators have the chance to be first to hear of any events we
have coming up, and also take part in our operators club gB trials at hillhead in 2018. 

Not a Member of
the Operators Club?
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on the Friday the operators
club members took part in a
warm-up “Labyrinth” challenge.
Ryan (far right) won with an
amazing time of 0.18 seconds.

Winners Johannes Unger,
Sascha Moog and Ueli hunziker
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“I’m Volvo mad!”
DAyLE ROGERS



WANT TO FEATuRE IN A
MEMBER PROFILE?
Email amy.metcalfe@smtgb.co.uk and for every 
profile printed we will send you a pack of volvo
merchandise worth £50!

Terms and conditions: to submit an entry, you
must be a member of the volvo ce operators
club in great Britain and operate/own a volvo
machine. the editor’s decision on profiles to
publish is final. the selection of merchandise
will be chosen at random and subject to
availability at that time. items cannot be
exchanged unless faulty.

mEmbEr PrOfILE
Name:
Dayle Rogers 

Company:
Stevens equipment Rental

Member number:
3876

Member since:
30/05/2017

Dayle has worked for Stevens equipment Rental for
just over a year. Before that he worked for a few
other construction and civil engineering companies.
he operates several sizes of dump truck from 25s
right up to 60s and also operates all sizes of
tracked dump trucks.

How did you hear about the Operators Club?
i saw one of the operators club air fresheners in an
ex co-workers machine and i then looked it up. 

What made you join the Club?
i'm volvo mad!

What do you like about being a member?
enjoying being part of a group with like-minded
people. 

Do you interact with other Operators Club members?
Yes, i do also work with a few members.
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“Volvo’s L45H is spot on…”
So says Harry Parry, proprietor of Pwllheli-based HM & BP Parry
about his loading shovel after nine months, having purchased it
from SMT GB’s utility dealer for North Wales – Mona Tractors Ltd.

hm & BP Parry, trading as gwrtaith gwynedd, is a husband and
wife team that has farmed the land around Pwllheli for many years.
it was in 1998 that harry Parry saw an opportunity to branch out
and start recycling material to compost for his own farm and the
recycling business has grown significantly since then and now
recycles up to 25,000 tonnes of green waste per annum. 

the volvo L45h is being deployed handling green waste, waste
wood and road sweepings at harry’s recycling business. “Prior to
this, we used to run tele-handlers but found the maintenance costs
quite high for this type of application,” explains harry. “We’ve had a
strong relationship with mona tractors for many years, since our
other activity is farming, and so when they took on the franchise for
the volvo compact equipment we felt confident enough to give the
volvo loading shovel a try.”

Because of the ongoing telehandler issues, Smt gB in
conjunction with mona tractors, arranged to loan hm & BP Parry a

used shovel whilst awaiting the delivery of their new 8.8-tonne
L45h. harry continues, “the machine we borrowed had 10,000
hours on the clock but it still felt extremely robust with virtually no
wear in the linkages and was a pleasure to operate. it really
endorsed our wise decision to buy the L45h and having been
running it since march, the machine hasn’t skipped a beat and is
extremely economical on fuel – it’s really spot on!”

the L45h is powered by a volvo four-litre, four cylinder Stage-iv
final engine developing 99.3 hp and a maximum torque achieved at
just 1450 r/min. this in turn is directly linked to a fully hydrostatic
transmission providing a maximum speed of 30 kph. the machine
was equipped with a 1.5m³ general purpose bucket and 15.5R25
nokian tyres specifically for hm & BP Parry’s recycling operation.
“getting the specification of the tyres right was crucial for our
operation and these ones provide a high degree of traction, superb
wear characteristics when working on the concrete pads yet are
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flexible enough to work efficiently on soft ground when
we occasionally use the machine around the farm,”
explains harry.

the main duties for the L45h, however, are in the
recycling yard where it handles incoming material from
all over the north of Wales. this includes green waste,
wood waste, road sweepings and inert building waste.
the green waste is constantly being turned in
windrows as it breaks down, the wood is shredded and
graded and the road sweepings are screened then
washed before plastics, metals and other recyclable
material is recovered from it. the majority of the
processed material is composted and used on farmers’
fields - including harry’s.

Mona tractors Ltd is SMt gB’s utility dealer covering
the North of Wales marketing compact excavators from
1.5 up to 8.8 tonnes and compact loaders from 0.8m³ to
1.5m³ capacity. the company has three outlets across
the region including Ruthin, anglesey and Pwllheli.

any job, any time.
these versatile machines are a
powerful asset on every job site
in every application. Whether
working on rough terrain or
smooth concrete, volvo’s L45h
wheel loaders give you top
performance. Quality is built
into every inch of the machines,
from the differential lock that
transfers 100% power to all
wheels, to the hydrostatic
transmission which offers
smooth speed increase.
conquer your site with volvo.
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Volvo L45H



RESURRECTION TOUR 2018

SOUTH WALES
8 April: Blaenavon
10 April: Merthyr Tyd l
11 April: Pontypridd
12 April: Swansea
14 April: Ironbridge
22/23 June: Elsecar

THE MAN ENGINE
CORNWALL TOUR 

31 March: Geevor Tin Mine
1 April: Heartlands
2 April: Lostwithiel
3 April: Tavistock
6 April: Radstock

HILLHEAD
26-28 June

FOR MORE INFO AND TICKETS:
www.themanengine.org.uk

FOLLOW THE MAN  
ENGINE ON SOCIAL

@TheManEngine

/TheManEngine



SMT GB exhibited at LAMMA for the

first time this year which took place

17–18 January at the East of England

Showground in Peterborough. LAMMA

is the UK’s largest farm machinery,

equipment and agricultural services

show attracting around 40,000 visitors

across two days.

Volvo wheeled loaders are now available in versions adapted for

agriculture with a focus on what a farmer needs and so SMT GB

presented the L70H and L25F wheeled loaders at the event. The

L70H was fitted to an agricultural specification with an Ulrich folding

grass fork attachment. in addition, SMT GB also showcased the Volvo

EC140E excavator, complete with Steelwrist attachment, an EC15D

fitted with a PRODEM breaker, an EC18D fitted with a Harford

landscaping rake and ECR50D fitted with a PRODEM Selector Grab.

The SMT GB team embraced the cold weather on the Wednesday

morning and were ready to greet visitors as the sun rose and the

show opened at 7.30am. There was a steady stream of visitors to

the SMT GB stand throughout the bright but chilly day with the

L70H proving to be the star attraction, drawing enquiries for 

much of the day.

Unfortunately, extreme winds tore through the site overnight on

17 January causing damage to the stands and day two of the show

was cancelled for Health and Safety reasons. Thankfully there was

no damage to the SMT GB stand or any of the machines and despite

the second day being cancelled the SMT GB team had a positive

time at LAMMA.
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Throughout the decades, Volvo wheeled excavators have proven to be multi-purpose and 

reliable machines. Built on experience and the proven EW210D MH concept, comes our best 

material handler yet – the EW240E Material Handler. Specifically designed for waste and 

recycling industries and manufactured in the Volvo factory, this machine offers all the tested 

features from our previous excavators – and much more. Building Tomorrow.

SMT GB 
Duxford, Cambridge CB22 4QX 
Telephone: 01223 836636

www.smt.network

THE EW240E MH
 PUT WASTE IN ITS PLACE

       



save the dates
sCOTPLaNT  20–21 APRIL

Join us at Scotland's leading event for the construction equipment
industry held at the Royal Highland Centre, Edinburgh on Friday 20
and Saturday 21 April 2018. A range of Volvo Construction
Equipment will be on display including the EC140E, EC220E,
ECR235E and EWR150E excavators, the L150H Wheel Loader and
A30G Articulated hauler. A wide range of compact and road
equipment will also be showcased alongside a range of Volvo Trucks
including the FMX, FE, FM and FH13 models.

HILLHEad  26-28 JuNE 

Hillhead’s unique location and live demonstrations make it a ‘must 
attend’ event for anyone in the quarrying, minerals, recycling or
heavy construction industries. Come along to the SMT GB stand to
see the latest Volvo products on offer including the new L260H
wheel loader, ECR355E excavator, EWR170E, EW220E wheeled
excavators and P4820D paver all being shown for the first time here
in GB. Plus, in the demonstration area you can see our largest
machines, the A60H articulated hauler and EC750E excavator.
Hillhead will also host the Volvo CE Operators Club challenge GB
heats which will see the top four winning finalists travelling to
Europe for the finals. 

bLaCk IsLE sHOW  1–2 AuGuST 

The Black isle Show is the largest agricultural show in the north of 
Scotland and SMT GB will once again be exhibiting on 1 and 2
August.

LOCaL EVENTs

SMT GB’s network of Utility Equipment dealers also have a busy
events calendar. Larger equipment and SMT personnel will also be
at the majority of these events so please come along to say hello
to the team and find out about the latest products.

sUffOLk sHOW  30–31 MAy
Contractors Equipment Sales (CES) will be attending the
Suffolk Show.
www.suffolkshow.co.uk 

rOyaL COrNWaLL sHOW  7–9 JuNE
Plant and Engineering Services (PES) will be attending the
Royal Cornwall Show.
www.royalcornwallshow.org

LINCOLNsHIrE sHOW  20–21 JuNE
Rickmar Plant Sales will be attending the Lincolnshire show, a true
celebration of rural Lincolnshire.
www.lincolnshireshow.co.uk

rOyaL NOrfOLk sHOW  27–28 JuNE
Contractors Equipment Sales (CES) will be attending the
Royal Norfolk Show.
www.royalnorfolkshow.rnaa.org.uk

kENT sHOW  7–9 JuLy
Glosrose Mechanical Handling will be at the Kent Show, a showcase
event for farming, countryside and village life.
www.kentshowground.co.uk

GrEaT yOrksHIrE sHOW  11–13 JuLy
Chippindale Plant will be attending.
www.greatyorkshireshow.co.uk
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SMT GB raise £690
for Children in Need
a series of events
were held
throughout the
week at Duxford
including office
games, a quiz,
pool tournament,
cake sale and a
‘dress up’ day
while immingham
held a fancy
dress day and
cake sale.
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In other news...
used Equipment and Parts get social
our Used equipment and Parts centre at
Bruntingthorpe now have their very own Facebook and
twitter accounts! they will be sharing the latest used
equipment currently for sale as well as the used and
reconditioned parts available.

Follow them to stay up to date with what’s on offer!

/SmtgBUsed

@Smt_gB_Used

‘Le Tour de Depots’ raises £1,450
for Cancer Research uk
the team at Smt gB’s Birmingham Depot raised money for
cancer Research UK by holding a charity bike ride event. the
challenge was to complete a virtual ‘Depot tour’ of 1269 miles
within 29 days on a turbo trainer.

the bike was kindly donated by Smt gB customer collins
earthworks and after the event the bike was to be raffled to those
within the business who had taken part in the challenge. it was
won by customer Support Representative, marc chatting who
took the bike home in time for christmas.

Paul Kersley, customer Support Director at Smt gB and Kyle
clements, Plant manager at collins earthworks kicked off the
challenge on 20 november along with mark Blakemore, Depot
manager at Birmingham.

mark says; “i wanted to do something this year to raise money
for a charity that is close to many people’s hearts here at the depot
and our aim was to bike to every single Smt gB depot by 22
December. the event helped raise valuable funds towards a
charity that do great work. i would like to thank everyone that took
part in the challenge and to those who donated.”

Christmas Jumper Day
Staff at Duxford head office raise £119 in total for Save the
children with their christmas jumper day.

Paul Kersley, Kyle clements and Mark
Blakemore kick-off the challenge

SMt gB ceo Nick allen joins in
with the fun



getting social.. . We love seeing pictures of your machines in action.
Below are our favourite posts from across social media.

Join in the conversation:

@benjaminjmiller: Was up
helping out Steven Baynes
get caught up with some
ground prep recently.
Couldn’t resist getting
some photos of the two
@SMT_GB together. Both
have @Engineer1Lammer
mounding buckets and
@SteelwristUK tilty’s

@naplanthire: Free hand oil
painting – the artist is 16 yrs
old – talent she has.

@pclarke0204: Well back
to it yesterday in a rather
damp and windy Meltham
@SMT_GB

Thomas Johnston sent us
this picture and said
“i thought i would show you
the images of my winter
projects which was building
the Volvo A25F articulated
dump truck and the Volvo
EW160E wheeled excavator.”

Graham Crosbie sent us this
picture and said, “After the week
on this Volvo duck i must say it is
a very impressive machine, well
built, easy to use and get your
head around, big cab and power
and smooth and precision when
you need it. All in all a good
machine good job Volvo”

mgdingo: Biggest ADT in
production by @globalvolvoce
getting some Devon limestone
under its enormous tyres!
#quarrylife
#myothervehicleisahugedumpert
ruck
#paintitsnoseredandcallitrudolph
#bigboystoys

cdre78: The office ;)
#workingman #volvo220e
#excavator #smt_gb #postmymachine

connor_hire: Paving our way across the

UK. Here we are on the A27 with one of

our @volvo_construction_equipment

pavers and machine gangs

/SMt_gB/SMtgreatBritain @SMt_gB @SMt_gB

Volvo Operators Club 2017 –
Team GB Highlights:
Watch how the GB finalists
got on at the Operators
Club Final in Alicante in
October 2017.

Volvo A60H GB Tour!
See what the A60H
got up to on it’s GB
Tour earlier this year.
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REGION 
NORTH

REGION 
SOUTH

 REGION NORTH
Ged Fitzsimmons  07967 002 231

1. Angus Innes  07966 346 294

2. Gerry Logue  07974 973 469

3. Derek Kidd  07974 973 505

4. Mark Need  07590 170 390

5. Ian Longdon  07974 973 420

6. Ed Taylor  07974 973 480

7. Paul Martin  07970 615 343

 REGION SOUTH
John Beard  07974 973 543

10. Paul King  07974 973 419

11. John Jenkins  07966 346 244

12. Tim Popplewell  07966 346 241

13. Roy Thompson  07974 973 438

14. Sophie Carter  07540 156 733

15. Dean Ackerman  07813 086 095

16. Phil Stock  07803 400 779

18. Richard Shelbourne  07974 973 430

19. Neil Cooper  07815 738 353

20. Dale Nicoll  07860 258 343

 USED EQUIPMENT
Chris Griffin  07718 323 970

 ROAD MACHINERY
National: Colin Mackenzie  07974 973 459

North: Matthew Sheridan  07795 645 981

SMT GB SALES TERRITORIES
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VOLVO UTILITY EQUIPMENT DEALERS

  CS Machinery Sales Ltd 
01828 670 361 
calum@csmachinerysales.com 

 

  Rockbreakers 
  01506 824 652 
  jason@rockbreakers.co.uk 
  tommy@rockbreakers.co.uk 
 

  John Nixon Ltd 
  0844 372 2210 
  mikehaskayne@nixonhire.com 
 

  Chippindale Plant Ltd 
  01132 632 344 
  trevorr@chippindaleplant.com 
 

  Mona Tractor Co Ltd 
  01248 750075 
  johnjones@monatractors.co.uk 
 

  Howard Plant Sales Ltd 
  01606 833 443 
  sales@howardplant.co.uk 
 

  Rickmar Plant Sales 
  01522 703 110 
  rickmar4@hotmail.com 
 

  Cambrian Plant Sales 
  029 2056 9311 
  sales@cambriangroup.co.uk 
 

  SM Plant Ltd 
  01788 555 377 
  simon@groupsm.co.uk 
 

  Capital Plant Solutions  
  01707 323 402 
  martin@cpsolutions.co.uk 
 

  Contractors Equipment Sales Ltd 
  01603 404 620 
  andy@contractorsequipment.co.uk 
 

  Plant & Engineering  
  Services Ltd 
  01392 882 220 
  mike@pesplant.co.uk (Devon and Cornwall) 
  laura@pesplant.co.uk (all other counties) 
 

  Glosrose Mechanical Handling 
  01622 880 669 
  enquiries@glosrose.co.uk

HOWARD
Plant Sales Ltd

PL AN T  SALES
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VOLVO UTILITY EQUIPMENT

       



One number for the nearest SMT GB Customer Support Centre:

0870 600 1112www.smt.network
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1
0121 351 7711
First Avenue, Sutton Coldfield 
West Midlands B76 1BA

BIRMINGHAM

2
01223 836636
Moorfield Road, Duxford
Cambs CB22 4QX

DUXFORD

3
01403 739460
Wilberforce Way
Southwater, Horsham
West Sussex RH13 9RT

HORSHAM

4
01469 540806
Lancaster Approach
North Killingholme
Immingham DN40 3JY

IMMINGHAM

5
0191 410 9863
Portobello Road, Birtley
Co Durham DH3 2RR

NEWCASTLE

6
01786 471199
Whitehouse Road
Springkerse Ind. Estate
Stirling FK7 7SP

STIRLING

7
01443 841060
Treforest
Pontypridd CF37 5BF

TREFOREST

8
01925 817330
Clayton Road, Birchwood
Warrington WA3 6PH

WARRINGTON

REGIONAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTRES

       



the first five correct entries
to be drawn will win a
backpack, toy model and
a60h baseball cap.

Word
search
competition
yOuR CHANCE TO WIN
VOLVO MERCHANDISE

the five lucky prize winners from THE VOICE
magazine competition edition 31 were: 

Alan Thompson – Redcar           Nick Gilham – Poole

Valerie Welsh – Angus               Peter Pearce – Andover

Wayne Pritchard – Shropshire

Congratulations!

TERMS & CONDITIONS:
The judges decision is final.
The first five correct entries
drawn will be deemed prize
winners. Each prize winner will
be notified by email and the list
of winners posted in the next
edition of THE VOICE magazine.
We reserve the right to amend
the selection of merchandise
subject to availability at the time
of the draw. 

The competition is not open to
SMT GB or Volvo employees or
their families.

   CLOSING DATE:
     6 July 2018

Name: Address: 

Email: 

Telephone:

Post Code:

can you find all the words in the puzzle? 
there are eighteen words listed and a seven letter ‘mystery’
word to find. 

To enter the competition, simply highlight or circle the
words and either scan and email this page to:
marketing.vcegb@volvo.com

or post to:     Word search competition
                       Freepost SMT GB

PLEASE REMEMBER to include your name, address, phone number and
email address when submitting your entry so that we know who you are.

D M O D E P E N D A B L E S T

K Q N G W H E E L L O A D E R

R H I T E C H T U W P H G R E

H B A L A N C E E X F A J V F

F A R C I L S M M I S E T I S

U D T J W A I Z E R R I N C U

E F R N K S E A B Q E S T E P

L P E A S G L P A U H O U A G

E S W I R N B J C K A M N B R

C V O T B I A L E D N L N I A

O N P Y K G R V R Y D X E L D

N T L S R G U D A G L N L I E

O C B P R O D U C T I V I T Y

M Z K C O L B Q U C N H N Y M

Y W C O N T O U R S G E G I O

Productivity                      Durable

Serviceability                    Logging

Wheel loader                    Rehandling

Fuel economy                   tunneling

Dependable                      Block

hi tech                               LeD

Low emission                    Powertrain

care cab                            contours

Site Sim                             

Balance                              

PLUs...
Mystery
7 letter word

Please tick this box if you would like to receive updates from
SMT GB by email ■   Your details will not be passed on to any other company.



SAVE THE DATES
HILLHEAD 2018

26 - 28  
JUNE

See the  
Man Engine!

Take part in the  
Operators Club  

GB heats

The latest
Volvo machines

will be on display


